TRENDING IN TRIALS
Essential Information for Principal Investigators at UAB

The Perils of Cut and Paste! Preparing composite figures to show key data is a common practice and text can easily be replicated by mistake. NIH is now using screening software to identify duplicate images and text in grant applications and to identify modifications to the primary images or plagiarism. You can double check your applications and papers for plagiarism with iThenticate. With your figures make sure that you have the unique source data before submitting grants or papers.

Questions? Contact Victor M. Darley-Usmar.

OSP Virtual Office Hours Begin Tomorrow, June 2: These biweekly Virtual Office Hours provide a forum to help answer process and policy questions, general pre-award and nonfinancial post issues, and to navigate any submission issues. Please drop in any time during the scheduled session to ask questions or to learn more about the UAB Office of Sponsored Programs.

Learn more.

CITP on the Go! This podcast is a convenient way to participate in the CCTS Clinical Investigator Training Program, an abbreviated training curriculum for investigators. CITP promotes excellence in clinical practice and educates on the research capacities and expertise available to support clinical trials.

Check it out.

Thank you for celebrating Clinical Trials Day 2022!
If you missed the May 20th in-person event, check out the photos here.